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WRAP.A.ROUND
An inexpensive toolfor marking straight
lines around pipe, or for use as a straight
edge. Made out of flexible gasket material,
with good resistance to heat and cold.

All Wrap-A-Rounds are available in two
colors. These designate materialtype and
service temperature. GG (Gray) material is
used Íor high temperature applications up
to 550oF. B (Black) material has a service
temperature of up to 350oF. Both material
types are asbestos free.

Extra small and special order sizes are
unmarked. All other sizes are printed with
a scale in inches, pitch chart, tangent chart
and other useful markings. Wrap-A-
Rounds in 3.88" and 5.00" feature a metric
scale and pitch chart.

FITTER WELDER
PROTRACÍOR
This 9O-degree protractor has a matching
locking lever to set and hold the tool at the
desired angle. lt is equipped with a 5/8 in.
by 10 in. tapered arm to complete finding
of angles or desired bends, or to determine
any portions of elbows.

The tool is mounted in a 3/4-in. wide frame
with a 3/8-in. by 6-in. cast-in rod. lt comes
with a 25-pound pull magnetic base for
holding the protractor frame in position.
The unit can be used manually or with a
magnetic base, as shown below.

FITTER WELDER PROT RACTOR
0721-0008 ..SÍockNo.9

B (BLACK) GG (GRAY)
DIMENSIONS PIPE SIOCK IIEM SÍOCK ITEM

SIZE WITITH/LENGTH DIAMETER NO. NO. NO. NO.
EX-SMALL 1.94" x 2' 1" to 3" 1508 0720-0001 150GG 0720-0027
S|\4ALL 2.5O" x 2' 1" to 3" 1528 O72O-OO04 152GG 0720-0028

MEDIUM 3.88" x 4' 3" to 6" 1648 O72O-OOO7 164GG O72O-OO29

LARGE 3.88" x 6' 3" to 10" 1768 0720-0010 176GG 0720-0030
EX-LARGE 5.OO" x7' 4" ro 12" 1778 0720-0013 1T7GG 0720-0031

EI-LARGE s.o
SPECIAL 3.88" x Lenoth Desired. 1848 0720-0019 184GG 0720-0033
SPECIAL 5.00" x Lenoth Desired. 1858 0720-0022 185GG 0720-0034
SPECIAL 700" x Lenoth Desired. 1878 0720-0025 187GG 0720-0035
.Special lengths available up to a maximum oÍ 375i
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